Technical Service Bulletin

Double Coin Technical Bulletin RT600 Sidewall Markings

Light Duty pickups, vans and package cars are extremely sensitive to vibration and run out tolerances. To assist in reducing customer ride complaints, please be advised that the following markings are present on Double Coin RT600 tires to insure OEM steer tire specifications for Run Out:

- Size: 225/70R19.5/12 and 245/70R19.5/16
- White triangle marking placed next to tire serial number indicates tire tested at or below 0.055” OEM run out requirement.
- Tires with white triangle meet normal quality criteria including balance and uniformity.
  - Recommended for steer positions on light duty trucks and package cars.
  - Recommended for all other positions on any vehicle with this size as a fitment.
- Tires without white triangle meet normal quality criteria including balance and uniformity.
  - Not recommended for steer positions on light duty trucks and package cars.
  - Recommended for all other positions on any vehicle with this size as a fitment.
- All other normal industry mounting procedures apply.

If questions arise, please contact Double Coin engineering staff at 1-888-226-5250.